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FOREWORD

IN PRAISE OF OUR LADY
It is thanks to the enthusiasm and generosity of Mrs. Danuta
Romanowska that we are able to present you with Polish
Madonnas, Poems and Images. Danuta is not only a committed
messenger of Polish culture and values, but she is also an
enlightened friend of Polish art and poetry. Above all, Danuta
is intimately devoted to Our Lady, Holy Mother of Czestochowa,
Queen of Poland, and to the many other Polish Madonnas
that she has studied and collected in image and poetry. True
devotion to Our Lady does not limit itself to cherishing her
image. It wants to sing of her love and beauty. This is what
Danuta did for years while exploring hundreds of Marian
poems, enjoying their Polish flavor and substance, and dutifully
translating them into English. The harvest of this labor of love
is in your hands. The poems are accompanied by illustrations of
Wieslawa Kwiatkowska’s Madonna paintings, which had been on
exhibit at the Marian Library some years ago.
There was a time when the cultural and religious heritage of
Poland was hidden behind what was called and felt like an
“iron curtain.” Gratefully, times have changed. Valor and patient
endurance of the Polish people prevailed, thanks to a faith that
matured in trial and hardship. When the country was cut off from
the free world, we intuitively knew that Poland was blessed with
an extraordinary religious and artistic genius. Now we are no
longer riveted to glimpses and clues. Now we have in our hands
the tangible proof, in word and image, of the riches of Polish
faith and culture. The poems and illustrations of this publication
are dedicated to Our Lady. It is important to note that, from the
beginnings of Polish literature, poetry has often been inspired by
the life of and devotion to our Holy Mother.
i

One of the earliest examples of the written Polish language and
the earliest extant document of Polish poetry is the so-called
Bogurodzica (Mother of God). Dating, probably from between the
thirteenth and the fifteenth century, this hymn illuminates the
devotion of the Polish people to the Holy Mother and exemplifies
the Polish understanding of Mary’s role as mediatrix. Mary is to win
favor for the people from her Son both in daily life and in battle.
Sung by the Polish knights at the battle of Grunwald in 1410,
Bogurodzica has become carmen patrium, the hymn of the
motherland, and has been a sign of Polish national identity
through the centuries. It illustrates the belief that freedom and
prosperity are linked to Mary’s intercession with her Son. Initially
a liturgical hymn, as suggested by the refrain Kyrie eleison, the first
two stanzas are a manifest of high hopes and deep devotion to the
Queen of Poland:
Virgin, Mother of God, God-famed Mary!
Ask thy Son, our Lord, God-named Mary,
To have mercy upon us and hand it over to us!
Kyrie eleison!
Son of God, for thy Baptist’s sake
Hear the voices, fulfill the pleas we make!
Listen to the prayer we say,
For what we ask, give us today
Life on earth free of vice,
After life, paradise!
Kyrie eleison!
There is the other famous and ancient anthem of Polish history
and identity, the Gaude Mater Polonia, Rejoice Mother of Poland.
Dedicated to the martyrdom of Stanislaw (†1079), bishop of
Krakow, it hails the unity of one nation under God:
Rejoice, O Mother of Poland
Rich in noble offspring,
To the Highest King render
Worship with incessant praise.
ii

What is proclaimed about the country is likewise attributed to Our
Lady. She, too, is the Mother of Poland, Mother and Queen. The two
titles Mother and Queen summarize not only Mary’s authority and
power over the country, but they also highlight the deep affection
of the Polish people for their mother. As the many poems gathered
in this book will show, Mary is Virgin and Mother of God, as our
theological tradition teaches. For the Polish people, she is much
more and closer to their homes and hearts. She is mother of the
common people and Our Lady for all seasons. The great variety of
poems emphasize the presence and influence of Mary in Polish
daily life. She is found in a garden of dill, a forest strewn with
mushrooms, in lush flower gardens, shrines by the wayside,
mountains and seashores. Queen and mother, she is present at
all sites that recall Poland’s tragic history. Mother of Sorrows, she is
ever present, a mother “with a heart like a remedy, like balsam, like
oil; rescue, and cure our hearts from all wounds.” However many
the Madonnas of Poland, in the end the Polish heart will always
return to the one and only, to the Black Madonna with the two
slashes on her face. Here the heart finds rest:
Not sin, but misery frightens us –
Who would carry the cross with us, who would accept the thorns?
Pardon us people, Merciful Mother,
O, Lady in heaven and our Queen.
Word and image in this book are closely related. Wieslawa
Kwiatkowska’s paintings illustrate and introduce the various
sections. Like the Polish poetry that inspired them, Kwiatkowska’s
paintings are a prayer that invites all who see them to enter a world
permeated by the love of God and Mary. The world of her works is
filled with imagination, decorum, fantasy, and fable. Overflowing
with flowers, plants, birds, and scenes of daily life, these paintings
often reveal a folksy and humorous quality. Together with the
poems here presented, they open our eyes to the faith and culture
of the Polish people.
Mrs. Danuta Romanowska has been the source of inspiration and
driving force, not to mention the financial help needed for the
iii

realization of this project. She has been Martha and Mary in a most
inspiring way, but it was the faith, hope, and commitment of three
graces that brought our common efforts to fruition. Indeed, it took
the pen and wisdom of Carole MacClennan, the poetic and artistic
sensitivity of Phyllis Wysinski, and the gentle determination and
support of Denise Martinsek to find the way to the printer. And
even that would have been a steep obstacle without the artistic
magic of Ann Zlotnik, designer of these pages.
Father Johann G. Roten, S.M.
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QUEEN OF POLAND

MOTHER OF GOD OF LICHEN
Queen of Poland, pray for us. Mary’s majestic face is full of
kindness and hope. With lowered eyelids, she gazes at the
Polish eagle on her dress. At the feet of the eagle is the
inscription, “Queen of Poland, give peace to our days.”
Fr. Jan Twardowski, Litania Polska
Concerning the eagle on Mary’s dress, a Polish legend tells
the story of a Polish prince who discovered a wounded,
bleeding white eagle and nursed it back to health. When
the eagle regained its strength, the prince returned it to
the freedom of the skies. The eagle circled the prince’s
home three times to show its gratitude. In time, the white
eagle on a field of red became the symbol of the free
Polish nation, a symbol that continues to this day.
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MARY
Your name has no equal on earth,
You are the Mother of God, named by the church,
You exceed all celestial beauty,
You are the most faithful servant of God!
You bore for mankind salvation,
Your Son earned redemption for all!
Not one language is worthy to glorify you,
No brush in human hands can manage to portray you,
No pen could loyally represent you,
No chisel can summon you from heaven,
And yet you are honored through the entire world;
You are known by the most poor, most simple people and children.
You yourself are love and goodness,
You are our compassionate Mother and mercy,
You are for us the welcoming gate to heaven,
Full of hope and blissful sweetness,
Your heart obtains everything from God,
You are our protection and comfort!
Mateusz Jez , Source unknown
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BELOVED MOTHER
Beloved Mother,
Guardian of the People,
You are in our churches,
In the Polish landscape,
On the walls of the houses,
and in the hearts of the people.
Beloved Mother,
Guardian of the People,
Lead our hearts
to the source of faith,
to the Word
which became flesh.
Lead us by the only way,
through the wilderness.
Be the light
in the harbor.
With the love of your heart enfold us,
enfold even those
who are not able to love.
Mother
with a heart like a remedy,
like balsam,
like oil,
Rescue
and cure our hearts
from all wounds.
Fr. Stefan Zima, Idzmy do Niepokalanego Serca Maryi
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PORTRAIT OF THE
BLACK MADONNA
Ebony Madonna – two slashes on your face by hateful
hands! All these hearts: those of platinum, gold, silver, or
precious stones cannot ease the painful wondering which
shows in your eyes.
Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska, Czarny Portret
The two slashes on the icon of Our Lady of Czestochowa
were inflicted by robbers in the fifteenth century.
Tradition says that numerous artists tried to repair the
painting by covering over the slashes, but each time, the
slashes reappeared.
Kwiatkowska adds her own interpretation to the famous
icon: tears run down the Holy Mother’s face as she mourns
the fate of the Polish nation. Her Son looks up and
touches his Mother’s chin in a gesture of comfort. Around
the Madonna’s shoulders is a blue and gold ribbon from
which hangs the Virtuti Militari – the highest Polish
military honor that is given in recognition of bravery.
In the background is a wall covered with votive hearts,
offered to the Blessed Icon by the faithful in thanksgiving
for miraculous healings and other graces.
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JASNA GORA LITANY
Above the factory city, shines in the twilight
the green light of Jasna Gora Tower,
like a seaport lantern amidst the flood,
where the fire is waiting, and bread lies on the table.
Sleepy travelers ride this way,
but awaken and look through the window of the carriage;
they see the lantern lighting the area of the shrine
as though from there the Holy Picture for all of Poland shines.
O, you, green light under a cloud,
you call us from the ocean of our wickedness:
return, o, return, restless sailors,
from the miserable sea – here is the quiet bay.
Let us go to the chapel. Here on the walls are the votives,
and on them flickers the brightness from candles –
flames of gratitude for the sum of your graces,
a frail measure of our lives.
Most Holy Mother, with the dark scar on your cheek,
you look at pilgrims every day,
how easy for them to pray to you with the litany,
Intercessor and Most Holy Mother,
for a peaceful oak and rich grain,
Most Sorrowful and Most Quiet Lady.
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Shelter us, our lips implore you,
be our protecting shield
since we do not have the hearts or wings of angels,
Mother who steps down from Golgotha without complaints.
Look at us before the picture will be covered,
because we are your unworthy guests,
You for whom a thousand bells are ringing,
do not despise us; we are simple people.
Compassionate and Most Holy Mother,
praise to you here and everywhere,
and the rose which decorates your altar,
may it be famous among all other roses.
Not sin, but misery frightens us –
Who would carry the cross with us, who would accept the thorns?
Pardon us people, Merciful Mother,
O, Lady in heaven and our Queen.
A vow to you – O, it means so much –
as do the cardinals in purple order,
to give our lives to protect the altar,
on earth to redeem the cross of the Savior.
Author and source unknown
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JASNA GORA OASIS
I kneel down before you,
Oasis,
in the desert of life,
present on human roads
where a handful of water is salvation.
I kneel down before you, Gate of Heaven,
Temple of the Covenant of Jasna Gora.
Your face,
a desert burned by the heat
of human history,
blackened in the waiting,
comes to me seeking an encounter.
I kneel down under the well
of your eyes
in order to drink the peace of sanctity.
I kiss the sand
which covers with green freshness,
the dark sand of our ways.
Face with the cracked furrows,
smile at me.
I kneel down before you,
Well of Life.
Immersed in the deep spring
Which gushed from your womb,
I relax in God,
Soothed by your loving words with Him.
I kneel down at the Jasna Gora Spring.
You are here, alive,
Oasis of the Nation.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
10

JASNA GORA WALLS1
If you do not believe in the whispering winds
that hum thanksgiving songs above the Polish earth,
if you do not feel the heat of love
although you have a human heart,
come and listen
how the Source breathes.
Walk to the walls of the Ark of the Covenant;
place your ear to the walls of the chapel;
hear the prayers from the centuries
and whisper your own night prayers
which you would be ashamed to say during the day.
Kiss the stones saturated
by tears and blood of heroes;
enter near Our Lady’s throne;
look in the eyes of Our Mother
and you will find in them yourself;
fall on your face
and drown the stones,
hungry for your tears.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
1

Jasna Gora Monastery is the home of the Icon of the Black Madonna.
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LITANY
On a Polish night filled with wonder, a host of angels play
heavenly music as the Holy Mother and her Blessed Child rise
above Poland.
Maria Pawlikowska-Jasnorzewska, Litania
The artist portrays Our Lady of Czestochowa keeping
guard over the whole Polish nation, symbolized by the
four buildings at the bottom of the painting: (from left
to right) the Church of Mary in Krakow, Jasna Gora in
Czestochowa, the Cathedral of Plock, and the Royal
Castle in Warsaw.
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HOLY MOTHER OF CZESTOCHOWA
Holy Mother of Czestochowa, dressed in pearls,
All in silver and diamonds,
Whose heavy crown is supported by angels,
Pray for us.
Oh, You, whose picture is seen in every Polish hut,
In churches, in small shops, in magnificent chambers,
In the hand of the dying, above a child’s cradle,
Under whose picture, through days and nights,
A light shines continually,
In whom everyone believes, even those who believe in nothing,
You, who sees everyone of us through your beautiful eyes,
Holy Mother of Czestochowa, have mercy on us.
Give soldiers who sing as they march in rows
Coolness and rain in the desert, but fire in the snow;
Let those who are flying be invisible,
And may those who are on the sea return to their countries . . .
Take under your protection, Holy Mother of Czestochowa,
all those who suffer and look in your direction.
Let the barbed wires fall slack and the bricks burst,
And above Poland raise your hand
So that the last execution is stopped and the prisons opened.
Many times the deluge covered us and blood flowed like a river,
But Czestochowa stood like a rock.
You also were wounded by the godless,1
But you continually intercede for us, Most Holy Mother.
If we can return to our native country,
We will hear the trumpeter in the Mariacki tower;2
Lwow and Wilno will hear the steps of Polish soldiers,3
And, as in the golden days of our childhood, we will listen
To the chimes which eternally praise you.
Holy Mother of Czestochowa, do not abandon us.
Jan Lechon, Source unknown
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PRAYER OF GRATITUDE
Holy Mother of Czestochowa,
Victorious Queen of Poland!
We stand before you, our Mother,
Who looks from the miraculous icon on Jasna Gora
Through six centuries into the depth of our hearts and souls.
You lovingly lean towards our Polish soil.
You are for our nation the mysterious sign of the grace of God,
A priceless gift from our Heavenly Father,
Giving us assistance for the defense of our nation.
You remain faithful and victorious among us.
Present in the mystery of Christ and the Church,
You obtain for us the strength of God forever.
Author and source unknown

The Holy Image was slashed by robbers in 1430.
The city’s famous bugle call is played from the tower of St. Mary’s Basilica in Krakow every
hour on the hour.
3
Two cities once in Poland: Lwow is now in Ukraine; Wilno is in Lithuania.
1
2
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POLISH MADONNAS
Two Ladies in blue dresses arrive, one from Czestochowa, one
from Wilno. The face of one is black, the other pale. Through
the centuries, they stand side by side under their azure stars,
watching over the Polish nation.
Juliusz Slowacki, Beniowski
For several hundred years, beginning with the marriage
of Jadwiga of Poland and Jagiello of Lithuania on
February 18, 1386, Poland and Lithuania were joined in
a Commonwealth of Nations. Although now each is a
separate country, through the centuries and to the
present day, two Madonnas – the Black Madonna of
Czestochowa and Our Lady of the Gate of Dawn of Wilno,
also known as Our Lady of Ostra Brama – have remained
a sign of unity between the two peoples. In times of
peace and times of war, the Madonna of Czestochowa
and the Madonna of Wilno are entreated to intercede
with Our Lord for daily and for national needs; they are
the most beloved and honored images of Mary in Poland.
In the foreground, the artist connects the two Madonnas
with a large crescent moon.
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PRAY FOR OUR FAITH
Holy Mother, pray that we may have faith;
Pray that our faith will be strong and persistent,
O Holy Mother who shines in Ostra Brama!
Do not allow our hearts to break while suffering in the prisons,
in the camps;
Help us all, when we weaken, to remain strong,
And keep one thought clearly in our minds:
Holy Mother of Ostra Brama, Our Sweetest Lady!
You came to us to care for the wounds on our faces
Imposed by the hands of the enemy,
And for our defenseless bodies which took the bullets and
bayonets.
Grant us only one prayer:
Give us strength to go on and to survive.
Krystyna Krahelska, Source unknown
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LITANY
Solitary, collected, radiant,
Czestochowska, Lady wounded by the Hussites –
disconcerted hearer of blasphemous words.
Emigrant, lively, full of heart,
Rescuer of whatever can be rescued, moved.
Sparkling with pearls, illuminated, discreet
Confessor to the deaf and healer of the lame.
Educated, ingenious, believing,
older and wiser than all other women.
Descending to mines and airlines,
besieged during war and during peace,
hamlets, towns, factories,
returned to people for benefit – Catholic.
Beautiful, standing at the children’s cradle,
smoothing the thoughts of the old and tired,
Royal in the national colors, hospitable,
dressed in votive offerings – Polish.
Waclaw T. Chabrowski, Source unknown
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SOLDIER’S FATE
Mary remembers a young lieutenant wearing a heavy
helmet who died fighting heroically on Brzozowa Street.
She offers two candles in memory of him and encourages
passers-by to do the same.
Fr. Jan Twardowski, Matka Boska Or-Ota
Brzozowa Street in Warsaw was the scene of a particularly
bloody battle during the Warsaw Uprising of 1944. In all,
two hundred thousand Poles gave up their lives during
the Uprising, endeavoring to free their city from Nazi
occupiers.
In the background of this painting, the artist details
the street, complete with houses, house number,
cats, pigeons, and the domestic hollyhock. The tragic
faced Madonna blesses the dying soldier who wears the
colors of Poland on his arm. Butterflies, a symbol of the
Resurrection, fly around his head.
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PRAYER
Queen of Poland, with the face slashed by sabers,
to you we raise our heads, lowered by pain.
Among us there does not exist despair;
we close our lips and pray silently – for the grace of faith.
Through the years, we move by night, soldiers of tragic destiny,
crosses, crosses behind us – sorrowful soldiers’ trails.
In our final moment, push away from us
the chalice of lonely death.
In the ruins of the church of our childhood, the Cathedral
of St. John1,
in the last hour of burning Warsaw,
only one request we have: for the grace to hold out . . .
Queen of Poland, with the face slashed by sabers,
Pray for us.
Jan Olechowski, Source unknown
This fourteenth century Gothic cathedral, the mother church of the archdiocese of
Warsaw, was the setting for royal coronations and significant historical events. The cathedral
was destroyed by Nazi explosives in the fierce fighting of the 1944 Warsaw Uprising.

1
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UNDER YOUR PROTECTION
Under your protection, all humanity calls
To you, Mother, who reigns in heaven –
With deepest devotion, we bow our foreheads
In every sorrow and in every need;
Take our hearts, thirsty for your help,
Under your protection!
Under your protection, every age entreats,
Every class, every social group,
Since you are our universal Mediator,
Because you have in your hands our destiny of eternity;
Take all hearts, wounded by suffering,
Under your protection!
Under your protection, the holy Church continually struggles
With evil and strong diabolical forces;
O may the rejoicing in your protection always
Give her the opportunity to experience triumph and peace!
Take Christianity, tired by the fight,
Under your protection!
Mateusz Jez, Source unknown
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SHOW YOURSELF FROM AFAR
Show yourself, even from the farthest place, even from a
hundred miles. The cripples, wounded, sick, and dying reach
towards her image. “So close – we are almost there!” The
Madonna holds out her hand, and immediately, all suffering
comes to an end.
Julian Tuwim, Pokaz Sie z Daleka
The wounded soldier, symbolizing all who fought for
Poland, raises his hands in supplication. The Madonna,
dressed as a queen, holds out her hands in answer. The
large turquoise cross on her breast and the crescent moon
that reflects the sun’s light indicate that the help Mary
offers comes not from her own power, but from that of
her Son.
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HOLY MOTHER OF THE MILITARY
Common is the picture – like a thousand copies
printed in black on yellow paper,
but through long roads and across many borders,
clasped to our hearts and held sincerely.
Holy Mother of the Military, trustful and wandering,
long ago stepped out of her frame and entered the ranks;
now, she is with us every day and warms us with her smile
when the wind lashes and the snow burns.
For us, she is more than a painting in a picture;
she is herself, whom you will not see daily,
but when you are sad, when melancholy tears you apart,
when inactivity numbs you, then she shines like a torch.
And then you will see her, maybe on a plane,
maybe on a submarine, maybe in front of a machine gun,
when you glance at a tank and at a cannon,
and clouds of morning prayers illuminate the ground.
Then you are sure that the Holy Mother of Czestochowa
descended from her picture
and walked among the soldiers.
Holy Mother of the Military,
who led us through roads impossible to cross,
through countries, through borders green and bloody,
through battlefields where ran rivers of death,
Holy Mother of the Military!
Not for our fame,
but for our strong faith and for the hardships of our lives,
give freedom to Poland!
Wawrzyniec Czeresniewski, Source unknown
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MOTHER OF SORROWS

MADONNA OF TOLEDO
In the Toledo Cathedral, bleeding Jesus on the cross has lost
his crown of thorns. It rolls on the stones. Tormented, the
Holy Mother picks up the crown and presses it to her bosom.
The thorns are driven into her breast, and red blood drops
onto the earth. The birds from all over the world fly near to
take out the thorns with their beaks. They try to relieve the
pain in the Holy Mother’s heart.
Tytus Czyzewski, Ptaki
The Holy Mother stands next to Christ Crucified, but does
not look at him, a mother not able to leave but also not
able to watch her Beloved Son’s suffering. Her face reveals
the double pain that she feels – that of her Son and that
of her own. She keeps her hand on her bleeding heart,
pressing in the thorns, hoping to bear some of her Son’s
suffering. Many birds flutter nearby as they wait their turn
to come to her aid. Angels holding flaming candles stand
on both sides of Mother and Son, a reminder that light
will conquer the darkness of the moment.
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STABAT MATER
The wind in haste swiftly died,
Penetrated the earth in horror,
The cross on the rock, and under the cross
the Mother Dolorosa.
No words and no sounds:
Blood from God’s crown flows;
In the presence of God and Heaven
Stood the suffering Mother.
In agony she looks on His pain,
Wounds, stripes from the whip.
Tears in the eyes, thorns on the forehead,
the Mother Dolorosa.
Agonizing from the shared grief,
Accepting death while alive.
Thorns and nails in God’s hands,
Stood the suffering Mother.
As if wounded by a speeding arrow,
With tears flowing like rain pouring from the birch,
With such a suffering heart,
the Mother Dolorosa.
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Feeling grief in a swollen breast,
As life melts in tears,
Tears disappear in a holy smile,
Transfiguring the suffering Mother.
As the great world is abandoned,
Moved with pity at the horrors of life,
Frightened that God is dying,
Stands the Mother Dolorosa.
From the height of grief,
Which smoothes human sins,
To the groan of fear, womanly sorrow,
Still the ray of solace falls.
“I will not leave you orphans.
Beloved to the end.
O! Woman, here is your son.
John! Here is your Mother!”
Teofil Lenartowicz, Source unknown
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MADONNA OF ZNAMIEROWIC
Sleep, my Son. Somewhere there is bread – but I don’t know
what we will eat today, or how I will care for you.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Pieta ze Znamierowic
This Pieta reflects on the tragic Polish history when, during
the occupation of Poland by the Nazis, many people
starved; most wondered where they would find a bit of
food to sustain themselves for another day. The artist
shows that all around Mary, the birds find nourishment in
the thistle seeds while she finds nothing to feed her Son.
The Polish people know that Mary understands their pain,
for her life, like theirs, was full of suffering.
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FRAGMENT OF LITANY
You, who stepped back from your Son,
When He started his Father’s mission,
And even though He did not call you “Mother,”
Your looks were tender and no less happy!
Or – when at the end, your Son’s body was stripped,
And He said to you (as God consented):
“Woman! . . .” O! You chosen from thousands,
Blessed among women,
Mother, I see the Mother of the Redeemer,
Pray for us. . .
And He, who descended from His sublime height
And for a crown chose a crown of thorns,
In you He had only one guardian angel,
But He could have shielded himself with thousands;
O! Most Angelic Queen of Angels
In whom God lives,
Pray for us. . .
Cyprian Norwid, Source unknown
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HYMN TO THE MOST HOLY MOTHER
Reigning from high above our walls,
Glance, Mother, towards the earth!
Here, from imploring voices,
prayers fly to you;
Hear the orphans and beggars,
Hear the distress in their souls;
Their only hope is
You, Mother of Mercy.
You know what is in their thoughts
And what burns in their hearts;
You know the secret suffering
Because you yourself suffered!
You know who gives relief:
May your Son, God-Human,
Through rays of love,
Dry the tears from our eyes;
May you intercede with your Son
Through your motherly mercy.
Author and source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE GLADIOLI
Be praised, Mother of God, by beautiful gladioli. That gentle
flower with a melodious name, united with its meaning
signifies combat and sword. Michael the archangel is
continually near the Mother of God and waits for her sign
to bring help. She stands under her Son’s cross. Seven large
gladioli symbolize the seven swords that pierced her heart.
Mieczyslaw Gogacz, Litania Kwiatow do Matki Bozej
The Holy Mother’s face is full of suffering, yet, she does
not try to push the pain away, but holds the seven swords
close to her heart. The color red dominates the painting:
Mary’s gown is blood red, as are the gladioli and the
wings of the Archangel. Added to her suffering as Mother
of Jesus is the suffering of all who call on her for help.
All worries and problems come to her hands. As the
Mother of all People, she accepts and feels the pain of all
her children.
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YOU CRIED, MOTHER
You cried, Mother,
at the feet of your Son,
but I could not cry
when my son was burned by the enemy
on the grates at Auschwitz.
You saw Him risen from the dead,
but I only believe that my son has risen.
You saw the crown on His head;
I did not see
even the nail in his wound.
My son
was small
and had eyes like a flower.
Your Son carried the cross;
Mine served as the target of German executioners.
Your pain was tremendous;
mine was not smaller.
You could cry at the grave of your Son;
I sing of mine only through this poem.
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Holy
is the name of your Son;
My son’s name
disappeared in the smoke
of the Auschwitz chimneys.
My son is the dust of the earth;
Your Son is the cross of the earth.
But
I call:
on your earth,
and on my earth,
on the earth of your Son,
and on the earth of my son;
the bells are ringing today:
Alleluia! Alleluia! Alleluia!
Victory! Victory! Victory!
Author and source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE NASTURTIUMS
Be praised, Mother of God, by beautiful nasturtiums. Nasturtiums
with rounded leaves grow low and often grow on graves, creating the
impression that someone is wrapped in a green blanket and sleeps only
for a moment. Nasturtium Guards: take care of him. In your arms,
Mother of God, we leave our dead. In your arms, together with the
nasturtiums, welcome me, too.
Mieczyslaw Gogacz, Litania Kwiatow do Matki Bozej
A tradition in Poland is to visit loved ones’ graves often and to place
candles on them. The lighted candles are a sign of eternal life and
give witness to the belief that all souls live eternally in heaven.
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UNITED WITH YOU
We are united in prayer
with you, Mother of Christ,
with you, who shared His suffering . . . .
You guide us to the heart
of your Son,
suffering on the cross,
who, when in the midst of his own death,
revealed love to the end.
O you, who also suffered,
permit us always to persevere
in the embrace of this mystery.
Mother of the Redeemer!
Bring us closer to the Heart of your Son!
Pope John Paul II, Sto Modlitw do Maryi
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VIRGIN MARY

MADONNA OF NAZARETH
Mary, with her long hair and pure like a lily, was the most
beautiful girl in Nazareth, but she acknowledges that her
true beauty comes from being the mother of the Holy Child.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Pieta ze Znamierowic
The artist creates a circle of purity and grace. Mary holds
a lily, the symbol of purity, out of which arises Jesus, the
Purest of the Pure. Jesus showers his grace upon Mary,
making her full of grace, the purest of humankind. Swans,
traditionally identified as royal birds, bear witness to the
kingship of the crowned Christ Child.
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PRAYING VIRGIN
Listening Virgin,
change the noise in my heart
to the quiet of Nazareth;
teach me to absorb the prayers of the plants
and the heat in a grain of sand.
Virgin who gave birth in Bethlehem,
Madonna to the end of time,
Evangelist Eve of the New Generation,
teach us to love silence and perseverance.
Humility of Christmas night,
place Jesus in my heart
as in a manger . . .
Praying Virgin,
Picture of simplicity,
Mother of our prayers,
teach us life;
give us the power to last under the cross
and the courage to enter under the roof
of your house.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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CALM US
Virgin of Nazarreth,
Smiling and cheerful,
for everyone you have time
to lift up the downtrodden,
to visit acquaintances,
to give water to the thirsty,
to comfort the sad with a good word,
to conquer the angry with a kind smile,
to give your own life to every human.
Quiet Mother,
teach us a peaceful life;
keep us,
Mary,
in our escape from ourselves.

Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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CAROL
The angel stopped and looked through Holy Mother’s
window. Around the window are many flowers, and Holy
Mary, without a care, sits and embroiders. The angel stopped
and said, “Pochwalony. Hail, beautiful Maiden. I came from a
high place and I have big news for you. You, Lady, will have a
Son. By God’s grace, you are to be Queen of the Polish crown.”
Jay Lechon, Koleda
The angel’s greeting reflects an old Polish custom. Instead
of saying “Hello” or “Good Morning,” Poles greet each other
with “Niech bedzie pochwalony Jezus Chrystus,” meainging
“May Jesus Christ be praised.” Sometimes a shortened
version, “Pochwalony” or “Praised” is used. This custom is a
testament to the centrality of Jesus Christ in the daily lives
of Poles.
The artist places Mary in a typical Polish domestic setting.
Lacy white curtains, common in Polish homes, hang at the
window. Simple hollyhock and morning glories grow in
abundance around the house. A dog and two cats add to
the domesticity of the scene. The young Madonna with
braids is dressed in the Polish style of fitted dark vest,
white blouse, and multiple strands of beads. She
embroiders a white eagle, emblem of Poland, on a red
cloth. Immediately below the window are white lilies, a
sign of the Annunciation. Nearby, the angel holds a crown
in one hand, while a dove, symbol of the Holy Spirit, rests
on the other hand.
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ANNUNCIATION
Time came to a halt
when the angel touched your arm
and rustled in a dignified bow.
Then you returned from the paradise of meditation;
simple words,
hot like the sun at noon time,
poured into your open heart.
The stillness chosen
to be a guest in your heart
answered with an echo of love.
And the angel carried the fiat of salvation,
the most precious pearl in history,
before the face of the Father.
You remained in silence
on your knees;
In your heart bloomed
new heavenly apple blossoms.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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TO THE SILENT MOTHER
Virgin, listening
in the silence of heaven,
absorbed in contemplation of God’s time,
walking through the sunny shield
of an azure heart,
Mother of eternal harmony,
Fragrant air of Nazareth days,
Madonna of noontime grace,
Lady from the blooming orchards and fields
covered by silent prayers,
Teach us,
children of doubt,
to believe in the silence of stars
and in the smile of God.
Teach us
to bend our knees
before the Mystery of Love.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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THE ANNUNCIATION (I)
Thoughtfully, Holy Mary walks through Polish fields.
Suddenly, a golden-robed angel with wings like a hawk
descends on her and announces she will have a Son;
then the angel disappears behind the mountains.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Madonna z Kruzlowej
The viewer’s eye is drawn to the upper right hand
corner of this painting where the hovering archangel
creates circles of golden light as he makes eye contact
with the young Madonna. Her uplifted face is a study
of determined acceptance.
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AVE MARIA
Hills, gentle as verses of the Gospel,
Women at the well,
And a glassy sky through which are visible
Pigeons, like an orchard of angels,
Floating above white houses.
Gabriel flew slowly with difficulties
Because he had to announce the news,
So unexpected
That he felt himself bend under such a weight.
Shivering, he did not know
If a woman made of body and blood would understand.
Messengers who deliver unexpected news
Are also as taken by surprise as those who receive it.
Flying low above the street
He was very happy to be unnoticed by the women . . .
Gabriel was noticed only by himself
And a slender girl who, with quiet movement,
Pushed the hair from her forehead.
When he approached her,
His wings carelessly brushed her shadow.
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They talked to each other in simple language,
And if simple was their language,
So much more complicated was their secret.
Great was his happiness
When the girl with the forehead of azure,
Without protest, accepted the news
And folded in humility the palms of her hands
On which rested the fate of humanity.
Gabriel quickly flew away
Because before him was a great distance . . .
He wanted before the night started
To return to his home
Built from the first page of the Gospel.
Tired, passing the well,
He plunged in his feet,
Hot from the flight.
Roman Brandstaetter, Source unknown
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THE ANNUNCIATION (II)
The angel of the Annunciation has barely left, but what a
transformation: from the Girl of Nazareth to the Majestic
Queen with a crown of twelve stars!
Leopold Staff, Zwiastowanie
The Queenship of Mary is the dominant theme in this
painting. The young Madonna wears a tall, jeweled crown,
multiple strands of pearls, a heavy brocade dress, and a
full cape. The heaviness of her attire and the expression
on her face indicate that she is aware of the heavy
responsibility she has been called to bear. Streams of
sunlight, symbolizing the gift of God’s grace, add a feeling
of hope; Mary will not carry her burden alone. She walks
through a field of irises, symbol of the Annunciation, and
lilies, sign of purity.
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YEARNING
It was so long ago,
but maybe just yesterday,
when you heard the angel’s words,
and by your consent,
hastened the fullness of time
for God’s revelation,
to fulfill the expectation
of generations.
It was so long ago,
but maybe just yesterday,
when you went
by the inspiration of the Holy Ghost
to visit Elizabeth,
singing the Magnificat.
It was so long ago,
but maybe just yesterday,
when in the quiet calm,
the listening cosmos
adored the Newborn
God-Human in the manger.
It was so long ago,
but maybe just yesterday,
when the words of Simeon
showed you the plan of salvation,
and the shadow of the cross
darkened a mother’s hope.
It was so long ago,
but maybe just yesterday,
when your Son
departed from you irrevocably –
to give testimony to the truth.
Janina Woynarowska, Source unknown
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PRAYER
Mary, we glorify you.
You gave us Jesus,
and he showed us the love of the Father.
Be praised
because you said, “yes,” to God’s love.
Help us to accept the gift of faith,
teach us sincere love
and daily sacrifice.
In our lives, long hours have already elapsed
in which we did not know Jesus;
therefore, be with us
and give us hope in desperate hours.
Give faith in the hour of despair
and joy in the hour of pain.
Give us courage in moments of weakness
and teach us absolute obedience.
Henri Caldelari and Isabelle Barman, Matko Najmilsza
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MADONNAS OF THE WORLD
Madonnas from all over the world leave their roadside
shrines during the Angelus and go to Nazareth to pay
homage to the small, tiny, black-eyed Mary. In each one
of them, she recognizes herself.
Roman Brandstaetter, Aniol Panski
Roadside shrines are plentiful throughout Poland. Local
citizens construct these shrines from a variety of materials
and decorate them with colorful streamers and flowers.
The shrines are a testament to the important place of
Mary and her Son in daily Polish life.
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ANIOL PANSKI1: THE ANGEL OF THE LORD
The angel of the Lord
declared unto Mary.
At that time,
the Madonnas sing.
At that time,
the Madonnas wander.
They come out
from the picture frames,
from the roadside shrines,
from the churches.
They come
from the depth of time
and from the depth of the world,
by streets,
by fields,
by all kinds of paths.
All the Madonnas:
Gothic,
Romanesque,
Baroque,
Contemporary.
White,
Black,
Yellow,
Red.
All the Madonnas.
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Where do the Madonnas wander?
They wander to Nazareth
to offer homage
to the small,
tiny,
black-eyed
Mary.
And when the bells are silent
after the Aniol Panski,
the choir of Madonnas
rise from their knees
and return
to the picture frames,
to the roadside shrines,
and to the churches.
And the small,
tiny,
black-eyed
Mary
stands at the threshold
of her home,
and with the sign of the cross,
bids farewell to the departing
Madonnas,
in whom she recognizes
herself.
Roman Brandstaetter, Source unknown
The ringing of church bells at 6 a.m., noon, and 6 p.m. called people to stop work and
pray the Aniol Panski, Polish for Angelus, a series of three Hail Marys and invocations to
Mary, beginning with “The angel of the Lord.”

1
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THE IMMACULATA
Be praised in a crown of twelve stars; Immaculata – you are
eternal. You step safely over the dragons; Immaculata – you
are perpetual.
Stanislaw Wyspianski, Niepokalana
Wyspianksi’s poem and its interpretation by the artist
recalls the woman of Revelation 12:1. The regal Madonna,
wearing a crown on her head, is dressed in a pure white
dress and sheer blue mantle whose v-shaped folds
point to her victory over the dragons at her feet. As the
traditional Immaculate Conception, she stands on the
crescent moon. In the background, angels holding long
swords keep the dragons in check. Lilies, symbols of
purity, frame the sides of the painting.
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TO THE IMMACULATA
The last stars come out from their hiding place,
the golden moon looks in the mirror of water,
cars and streetcars are silent,
through the window comes the messenger of the shining moon;
a ray of hope
rests on the face of the Immaculata.
Covered by a coat of silent prayer
in the flickering smile of stars,
under the eyelids of heaven
looking always on me
in the azure blue weather,
I sing a song
about the Immaculata.
The leaves have fallen from the trees,
the flowers of the green lands become silent;
by the white overcoat of roads
comes the Immaculata.
A slender shape,
similar to a poplar fluttering in the wind,
hands held out in the gesture of invitation,
a gentle smile like a ripe berry,
and eyes full of brightness,
in her hand, a rosary.
Immaculata,
Lady of silver mornings
and pleasant sunsets,
Dawn of night,
Hope of return,
Immaculata.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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DAILY VISITATION
Through the singing blue sky,
by the road covered with a carpet of field roses,
with a heart blossoming with smiling bluebottles,
walks the Immaculata.
She welcomes the praying flowers,
bows to the child’s cradle,
lifts the head of the dying old one,
waves to golden fields of grain,
kneels on the foot path,
and prays in the silence of the Annunciation.
Yesterday’s road to Elizabeth
blossoms every day of the Visitations
when the Maiden from Nazareth
visits the wine groves
where she planted her fiat
by the words of her agreement.
Be greeted!
You are welcomed by the smile of the morning.
Be greeted!
Quiet Shepherdess of your Son’s meadows,
Be greeted!
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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IMMACULATA
The moon bent under her feet,
Stars, dissolved in her hair,
Sparkling with diamonds,
Floating through the air
– harmonious in the diadem of stars –
Floating to the earth through the Milky Way.
Queen from the heights
– whom only souls in their dreams can imagine –
Queen of Heaven, Lady of the Universe,
Maiden made in God’s maternal image.
Millions of voices call to her.
At her feet, with devotion,
Poor children honor her.
She is the star, Mediatrix of Heaven and Earth.
From her is sent light to the earth,
Sprinkling dreams and hope on the orphans.
She lays their requests at the feet of her Son,
And with empathy looks at their hearts.
Author and source unknown
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MOTHER OF THE HOLY CHILD

JESUS CHRIST IS BORN
All the world is younger. Above the hay, above the cradle –
smiling angels, smiling sparrows. Even the swans bring a gift
of silver down to cover the Christ Child. Happiness fills the
world.
Juliusz Slowacki, Zlota Czaszka
The Holy Mother presses her cheek to that of her Son in
a very human expression of motherly love as heaven and
earth, symbolized by the angels and birds, offer praises.
Because the Holy Child is the king of the universe, it is
fitting that swans, traditionally know as the birds of kings,
give Him homage.
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HOLIDAY GREETING
Let human hearts
Be like the Bethlehem manger,
When Mary laid the Holy Child
On the hay.
Mary will keep watch so that in our hearts
Jesus will not cry,
And so that the weight of human transgressions
Will not crush the Savior.
Wladyslawa Anna Jamroz, Source unknown
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IN FRONT OF JESUS’ MANGER
Here,
the wise man must pass in silence,
the glass and the eye
shall not see everything –
only the heart
which shall beat stronger,
only the soul
when it is refreshed by bread
that becomes the heaven
in which God lives.
Wladyslawa Anna Jamroz, Source unknown
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CHRISTMAS CAROL
In winter, Jesus is born in a manger; watching with fear over
the Child, a multitude of angels bow. Mary, like a lily, wraps
the Child in swaddling clothes. Brightness pulses from the
candles, from the stars, from the snow. Give warmth to your
little Son, Mary, full of grace. Let the angels in silver armor
withdraw. Let the compassionate animals draw near and
warm the Baby with their breath.
Kazimiera Illakowiczowna, Z Pastoralki
While the fearful angels stand ready to protect the Holy
Mother and Child at a moment’s notice, the face of Mary
is much more peaceful. Her cheek touches the face of her
Son, and in that touch she feels the peace and hope that
emanate from Him. The animals come closer, drawn by
the peace that only He can offer.
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CHRIST’S BIRTH
You, Jesus,
Are not always welcome.
In many mangers,
There is even a shortage of hay.
The inn is full,
Overnight accommodations are refused.
A poor but hospitable stable
Will be found.
Shepherds will come,
Leaving behind their flock.
Kings will notice Your birthday
From the stars.
Herod will be furious,
Afraid of your power.
And You come –
Silent, humble, small –
And bring
The biggest love
Eternal
Which shall not draw back
From the sacrifice of the cross.
Wladyslawa Anna Jamroz, Source unknown
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OFFER US TO GOD
Holy Mother, giver
of heavenly gifts
from hands full of love,
Smiling Country Woman,
with a face tanned by the heat of the sun,
Sanctuary of Bethlehem,
in which heaven met earth
through the Baby’s cry in the manger,
lean over the world
and offer us to God.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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LULLABY
The Holy Mother puts the Holy Child to sleep, and she herself
walks through frozen fields – nothing but graves on empty
fields – burning villages – impossible to find a small stable.
With tears in her eyes, she wrings her hands. How will she be
able to care for her Child?
Kazimiera Illakowiczowna, Z Pastoralki
The poet connects the Holy Mother’s worries and fears for
her Child with those of the Polish nation. Mary puts her
Blessed Baby to sleep and then sees the devastated Polish
countryside. Her life is transplanted into war-torn Poland;
she shares the problems of the Poles in the most intimate
way. To Illustrate this, the artist positions the Baby Jesus
between a row of foxes and a row of crosses in an icy
winter scene.
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WAR TIME LULLABY
Sleep, My Darling . . . Sleep, Little One.
Do not cry anymore. For us, today is not the worst of all.
There is a roof over this poor stable,
And we have a manger where I can lay you.
So what if the shed is full of holes?
No one is driving us out into the frost.
The ox and the donkey will blow their breath on Your holy feet,
And I have baled straw to sleep on.
You will not be freezing
Since on the way no one pulled my veil from my head.
There are mothers poorer than I;
I, at least, have something with which to swaddle you.
Sleep . . . angel voices you will hear;
In this same dream, white wings will bow to You.
No enemies will come during the night,
No rap on the door by a rifle or bayonet.
And King Herod, my Son, is far away.
He will not touch you.
And our home is waiting for us in Nazareth;
No one will interrupt our return home.
No, my Beloved, you are not the poorest in the world
Since for ending bitterness you came into this world.
My Beloved! When as a human being
You desired to reconcile divinity with suffering –
Not in Bethlehem – but in Your Mother’s kingdom
Should this child be born today.
Wladyslawa Anna Jamroz, Source unknown
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POLISH CHRISTMAS POEM
O, little One, O Little One on the rough hay,
Wouldn’t it be better for you to be in your Father’s heavenly
bedding?
Wouldn’t it be better to be sitting on the front steps of heaven?
Truly, your beloved Father did not expel you.
There, the angels play happily;
Here, are only human struggles.
The kings, the wise men will leave,
And for you, only human tears and suffering will be left.
Look, Small One, the stars die out;
In darkness, the buried miners look for a way out.
Look, as the fire from the sparks burn the school
And the children inside.
If only Saint Joseph could read to you from the newspapers
How many fears and despairs live in this world.
He would tell you how terribly burns
The necklace of bullets for the soldiers.
But if you are here – and the Father will praise you –
You will stop the hatchet with your little hand.
Here, even the fir tree
Grows in the shape of a cross.
Zbigniew Chalko, Source unknown
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WARSAW CAROL 1939
O, Mother, put aside the day of the Birth
For another time,
May the eyes of the Creator not see
How they oppress us.
May your most beloved Son be born
Among other stars,
But not with us, not in the saddest
Of all cities.
Because in our city, which you remember
From distant days,
Crosses arose, crosses and cemeteries,
Fresh from blood,
Because our children fell under the shrapnel,
Out of breath.
O, Holy Mary, pray for us,
But don’t come here.
And if, regardless, you want to give birth in the shadow
Of Warsaw’s cinders,
It would be better after the birth immediately
To throw Him on the cross.
Stanislaw Balinski, Source unknown
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MOTHER OF THE COMMON PEOPLE
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BEAUTIFUL PILGRIM
Beautiful Pilgrim, without jewelry, accompanied only by the
animals and the Holy Child, wandering the Polish roads en
route to Jasna Gora . . . Pray for us.
Fr. Jan Twardowski, Litania Polska
Jasna Gora is the site of the most famous shrine in Poland,
home of the Black Madonna, Our Lady of Czestochowa.
The dress of the Holy Icon is often ornamented with
precious jewels donated by believers who have been
healed through Our Lady’s intercession. In this painting,
the artist shows the Madonna as originally painted,
without her votive jewels. The Holy Mother in her simple
garb is in solidarity with the common people.
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WANDERER’S LITANY
Radiant Mother
from the green fields and wayside chapels,
from city noise and forest stillness,
frozen in the fantasies of children
and in the meditation of old men,
pray for us.
Madonna sculpted in stone,
carved in wood,
painted on canvas,
sung from the notes of musical scores,
sketched in the heart,
pray for us.
Madonna from the gnarled hand of the mountaineer,
from the green grass,
from the crystal tears of the penitent,
from the thunder of the waterfall,
from the praying icons,
pray for us.
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Madonna from Czestochowa,
from Lourdes, Fatima, and Limanowa,
from wild paths,
from the melody of bells,
from cottages and apartments,
from fields and streets,
pray for us.
Ebony Madonna,
Black – smiling
from millions of sculptures and pictures,
always the same,
pray for us.
Madonna,
the human heart’s Radiant Beam,
Dawn of Hope,
Best Mother,
Mary in the Gospels,
pray for us.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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DEAR MAIDEN OF LIPSK
Madonna whose tears run like the sap of a tree . . . Pray for us.
Fr. Jan Twardowski, Litania Polska
In this painting, the artist calls attention to the youthful
beauty of the Virgin Mother. Surrounded by the flowers
of the linden tree, the Holy Mother, with tears in her eyes,
rocks her Son. She has no place to lay her Child to sleep.
Golden birds draw near to soothe the Babe with their
song, and the moon offers itself as a cradle.
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ENTREATY FOR YOUR EYES
Your black eyes,
deep without a bottom,
full like ripe apples
in the garden of paradise,
set in your face
carved by tears
look into the innermost recesses of my heart
where the midday sun
and the thoughts of brotherly hearts
do not penetrate;
there you awake my shadow
embedded in the pain of your face.
Look at me,
Mother of the passing shadows.
Give me eyes
big as God and as man,
eyes without the shadow of sins
and the setting sun.
I cast off the glasses
of my world.
Give me your eyes,
black and large,
the eyes of a Mother
bowing over a child’s cradle.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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MOTHER’S EYES
Every day I look
into your eyes, Mother,
and study the silent secrets,
continually reading in them God
stretching out hands towards me,
and I recognize you
and myself.
Mother of Worries,
I hear the silent grievance
of my wastefulness
in the tears that flow from your eyes,
in the pain of your wounded face,
in the coldness of my heart,
and the kiss of Judas.
Your eyes, Mother,
are the mirror of my heart,
eyes that peel the scales from my eyes
by the heat of your glance.
Look,
Mother of the Bright Eyes,
from your Dark Face
with my eyes.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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REFUGE OF SINNERS
Mary, Refuge of Sinners, walked through the sea. To all
sinners assembled at her feet, she gave a ruby. “It will shine
for you. You will not perish forever.” After the sinners died,
Mary gathered up the rubies glittering in the bright night.
None is forgotten. She is the Mother of Forgiveness.
Konstanty Ildefons Galczynski, Ucieczka Grzesznych
Like a generous mother, Mary hands out rubies to
identify the souls of all who come to her with their
sorrows and sins and problems. So close to her heart are
those who have cried out to her that her gown is covered
with their tears. She forgets no one, forming a rosary of
remembrance with their rubies, and, as she promised,
intercedes for their souls.
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REFUGE OF SINNERS
The Holy Mother walked across the sea,
Holy Mother – Refuge of Sinners.
The moon, already in its cradle, started to sleep,
and the evening was windy and pleasant.
All the sinners arrived
at the foot of the Holy Mother
by boats and by ships.
She gave every one a ruby.
“It will shine for you,” she said. “You will not perish.
I, the Refuge of Sinners, will pray for you.”
The sinners sailed away to the open sea;
with hearts clamoring like an orchestra,
they drowned in the sea with the rubies,
entangled in the seaweed.
In the night, the bright rubies glittered.
The rubies on the bottom of the sea – were absolved.
Konstanty Ildefons Galczynski, Source unknown

TO THE MOST HOLY MOTHER
O, You whose scepter land and sea obey,
My only way to God’s hope!
O, Sea Star! O, Holy Maiden,
My hope, Heavenly Anchor!
To you, I, the lost sailor, call;
See how I flounder on such a stormy sea!
Some have shipwrecked and perish on the bottom;
Others swim to you for rescue.
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Night surrounds me, alarms sound from every direction
Until I no longer know how I can stay the course,
But if you cast onto my boat beams of light,
They will shine for me during the shadows of the night.
O, what trust is born in my heart,
To call you Mother, to be called a reconciled son,
On the cruel, angry sea I will float,
Certain of your grace among the lost, I will not perish.
Jozef Morelowski , Source unknown

PRAYER
Mother of sailors,
light our way.
Mother,
turn your holy eyes to us
and see our tears,
hasten the slow steps
of those who do not think about you,
and listen to our songs of supplication.
Calm the winds on the sea,
open hearts for love,
console the faithful,
be a lighthouse for wanderers
and the morning star for the dying.
Remember everyone.
Alessandro Parronchi, Matko Najmilsza
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MADONNA OF KRUZLOWA
What is she doing in a big museum between stained glass
windows? The Madonna is from Kruzlowa, a shrine in
southern Poland. She turns her face to the south – to
Kruzlowa – where she belongs.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Madonna z Kruzlowej
The Madonna of Kruzlowa is a famous fifteenth century
sculpture carved in linden wood in the Gothic “Beautiful
Madonna” style. The unknown sculptor endowed this
Madonna with a smiling, youthful face and graceful,
flowing robes of gold and bronze. Originally created for
a church in the village of Kruzlowa, it is now housed in
the National Museum in Krakow.
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MADONNA OF KRUZLOWA
What are you doing here
in this great museum,
you, most beautiful Madonna
of the mountains,
with your high forehead,
you, most delicately Gothic?
In Kruzlowa
as you picked berries,
an angel in a golden tunic
announced the birth of your Son.
You, lost in your thoughts, walked among us;
the angel like a huge hawk
flew to the mountains
to hear what we in the village were saying
as you, lost in your thoughts, walked among us.
And your Son was swaddled in
large cabbage leaves,
and you, tiny Madonna,
like a doll of cinnamon,
with your Son on your shoulders,
hung the washed clothing
on the fir tree.
What are you doing here
in this great museum,
you, from the sleepy mountains?
In Kruzlowa, the Madonna
watched the calves frisking,
and with her hands caught fish from the streams;
to the holy village, to her mother Anne,
she went for dill . . .
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Here, in this far away place,
in a small, golden room
like an empty stable,
like wilting poppies,
the Madonna of Kruzlowa
is without fields of crops
in the glare of superstition.
Among luxurious stained glass windows
stands the Madonna of Kruzlowa;
she turns her face to the south
to the golden leaves
of her green country.
And she knows
by the signs from heaven
that it is already autumn,
that her old dwelling place
is turning to bronze,
polychrome,
golden ears of grain
not collected,
blue pansies,
Gothic.

The Madonna of Kruzlowa
walks in the night
around this her new dwelling
in the underworld
of the museum chambers.
“Here, I plant a pear,
and here let
a juniper grow,
and here my narrow path
is overgrown with currants.

And she knows
it is already autumn,
that the ash trees
are bare;
the cocoons on the branches
wobble in the wind.

Here my narrow path. . .
here my . . . . . .”
and she sleeps
in the linden wood.
Jerzy Harasymowicz , Source unknown
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HEALER OF PRZYDONICA
The Holy Mother, as a healer, gathers herbs in the forest and
teaches her Son how to collect the healing herbs. They are
surrounded by fern, juniper, lilies of the valley, and European
red squirrels.
Fr. Jan Twardowski, Litania Polska
In olden times in every Polish village, there was a
woman who could cure diseases with herbs. Still
today in Poland, the Feast of the Assumption of the
Holy Mother, on August 15, is also called the Feast of
Matka Boska Zielna (Holy Mother of Herbs). The people
bring herbs from the meadows, forests, and mountains
to the church to be blessed. Later they hang the herbs
in their homes and use them to treat sickness throughout the year. The artist based this image of the Holy
Mother on a fifteenth century painting located in the
parish church in the southern Polish town of Przydonica.
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WHEN A CHILD IS SICK
When in some home somewhere,
a child is sick with fever and cough,
and looks as if it will not be healthy,
When on the chair the night nurse falls asleep,
Who slips down as a bright cloud from the wall,
with her coat rustling on the carpet?
Who comes out of the frame and bends over the sick?
Who changes the compress and fluffs the pillow?
It is the Lady of Czestochowa,
my Dear, it is our Holy Mother.
Kazimiera Illakowiczowna, Source unknown
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HEART OF MARY, IN YOUR ASSUMPTION, PRAY FOR US
Heart of Mary,
in your Assumption,
you are honored with special glory
among all the saints.
Never will the fervor
of the fullness of God’s love cool down.
Shining
Light of God,
like the leading star
on the horizon of the world,
opened
like a guest house
for every pilgrim
on earth . . .
O heart of our Mother,
to you we run
now
and forever and ever.
Amen.
Fr. Stefan Zima, Source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE NIGHT
Holy Mary is the Queen of the Night with a crown made of
twelve stars. The Mother and the Son brighten the darkness
of the night.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Lesna Madonna
In this night scene, the artist depicts Mary as part of
the forest. Clothed in a gown that resembles tree bark,
the Madonna is surrounded by woodland animals and
plants. Mary invites her Son to experience the beauty
and wonder of nature.
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MAMO1
Today I will not call you
Mother
or the Lady of Heaven;
those are just the shadows of dawn.
I will not call you Star,
even though you deliver happiness during the night,
or Queen or Handmaid;
I will not repeat empty words.
I will sit down, look in your eyes,
and I will say,
MAMO!
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
Polish form of address meaning “Mom” or “Mommy”

1
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LET US SIT TOGETHER
For you, what is gold,
tinkling corals,
armfuls of flowers,
and smoke from incense?
You prefer tears mixed with pollen
and knees praying around the altar.
Let us sit together
in the shadow of night’s silence.
Allow me, Mother,
to wipe up your tears,
heal the wounds,
and sing of joy.
With your free hand,
hug me to your heart
as you hug your Son.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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MADONNA COVERED
WITH CHERRY BLOSSOMS
Delicate cherry blossoms cover the face of the Queen of
Heaven while butterflies circle all around her.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Lesna Madonna
The somber faces of the Madonna and Child and their
dark clothing contrast strongly with the airy beauty of
nature. The Child’s reclining position resembles that of
a body at repose in a coffin. Butterflies symbolize the
Resurrection.
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MOTHER’S HANDS
Open are Mother’s hands,
heavy like a mature bunch of grapes,
cracked palms,
ravaged by the troubles collected from her children,
swollen by the prayers of withering branches.
Mother’s hands
stretched out above the world,
hands of eternal returns,
hands, the hope of despair,
hands of happy paths and drowned boats,
hands, stillness after the storm,
hands of weeping, broken trees,
hands keeping the world in the axis of love.
Open are Mother’s hands,
full of God.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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OUR LADY OF THE SEASONS
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GREEN MADONNA
Holy Mary, on her way to visit her mother, St. Anne, pauses to
gather lilies. Tiny dew drops cover her green dress.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Madonna z Kruzlowej
The color green, associated with growth and new life,
dominates this painting. The Madonna is depicted as a
young woman, wearing a simple green dress decorated
with green flowers. As she moves freely through this
verdant scene, she is attracted to the lily, sign of purity.
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GREETINGS TO MARY
Meadows are blooming with flowers,
Happiness flourishes in the heart;
Heaven shines with stars
To welcome the arrival of the lovely spring.
With May charm, blooms send greetings and praise
For her, who gave the world a Savior.
Where there are churches and religious orders,
Where children live,
Where from the tower the bells are ringing,
There hearts beat louder.
Greetings, Mary! Greetings and praise
For her, who gave the world a Savior.
May arrived and the world revived,
The sun is stronger, ice is broken,
God opens the earth’s bosom.
Amid life and liberty,
Loud is the thundering greeting and praise
For her, who gave the world a Savior.
Author and source unknown
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INVOCATION
Teach my young heart
The prayer to be simple and sincere,
Since the human who looks at the clock
Sees that youth is disappearing
And starts to dream – as I dreamt today –
To be good again like a child.
Look at my heart, Holy Mother;
Even for one moment listen to what is singing inside,
And see how much I love everything -People, stones, and trees.
I want my heart to be like a loaf of bread,
Carved for those who are hungry;
O Lady in heaven, you help without ceasing,
And for everyone you always have enough.
Author and source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE ROSES
The Holy Mother is welcomed in a garden of roses. All of
nature rejoices at her coming; fanciful insects and tall gray
herons draw near; even the chattering green beetles rush
to greet her.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Madonna z Przydonicy
Mary’s hands folded in prayer and her face, a study
of concentration, are the focal points of this painting.
The Madonna wears a golden crown on her elegantly
arranged hair, and her turquoise robe, bedecked with
beetles, seems part of the garden scene. Herons,
representing a woman of brave spirit, point to Mary
with their beaks while the translucent moon adds a
whimsical touch.
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QUEEN OF MAY
Queen of May,
in love with the blue sky,
with the flood of flowers,
with the fragrance of the fields,
with the songs of the birds.
Friend in love with God,
Lady of warm mornings,
Lilacs blossom in the fragrance of your smile.
Graceful willow with golden hair cascading over the stream,
in your shadow I rest.
Melody of the quiet night,
You hold captive my arms
which rise like the slender branches of the poplar tree
in prayers of adoration.
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I kneel on soft cushions under the trees
while on the branches birds are praying,
flowers are singing hymns of adoration;
I call to you in the stillness of twilight.
You come towards me by the avenue of fragrant chestnuts,
Radiant Lady of my dreams.
Often I do not see your figure,
but I read by the sound of your steps
that you walk with me.
Virgin with the heart of eternal spring,
Confirm that my young life
Will bloom, not expire, in May.
Fr. Jan Pach, w Ramionach Matki
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MADONNA OF THE SOWERS
From the lilac heather, through the morning fog, the wind
pulls threads from the Holy Mother’s shawl and wraps them
around the trees and branches, protecting the autumn seeds.
Wanda Milaszewska, Matka Boska Siewna
The Mother and Child are cheek to cheek, as the
spiderweb-like veil of the Madonna is wrapped around
the Holy Babe to keep him warm. Although it is a cold
morning, the Holy Mother fulfills her duty of going out
to bless the sowing of the winter wheat. In Poland,
there is an autumn feast called Matka Boska Siewna that
celebrates Mary’s solicitude for the autumn planting.
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HOLY MOTHER OF SOWERS
Angels tread the native fields
As if helping the anxious ploughmen;
From a blessed wreath, the Holy Mother of Sowers
Throws a handful of grain on the sad ground.
The land is barren and a yield is uncertain;
The hearts of the people are shrinking from misfortunes
and miseries.
“Will the grain grow for the Lord himself if he comes and
knocks on the door?”
The angels worry on the native fields.
O, Mother, comfort our sadness, dry our tears,
And the grain from the immaculate wreath you wear,
Give it to them who have nothing; let it be given to them.
Just as a bride gives a gift to the bridegroom,
Let hope awaken; give a happy dawn
To the seed as it dies and is resurrected.
Stanislaw Zajac, Wybor Wierszy
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MOST SILENT PRAYER (fragment)
You are Sower . . .
In the fields you rustle,
in the morning you walk through the dew –
You are the Morning Star . . .
For you the girls decorate the road-side chapels,
For you the meadow begets the evening song,
The branch of the willow shivers in the wind . . .
You are familiar,
yet you are inscrutable . . .
Fortunate are those who are aware of your graces . . .
Author and source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE FOREST
The Holy Mother is enchanted by the beauty of the forest.
Everything that lives in the forest rushes to greet her, and
even wild juniper berries cling to her robe. All of nature
wants to touch the Madonna.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Lesna Madonna
The Madonna is presented as an integral part of nature.
She blends into the forest scene in an autumn colored
cape and gown. The underside of her gown mirrors the
gills of the mushrooms that grow alongside her path. Her
crown is decorated with juniper berries. The animals have
no fear of her; the birds sit on her shoulders. The European
red squirrels that leap towards her are a common sight
in Poland.
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OCTOBER LADY
October Lady,
Clothed in a golden coat,
Walks over the faded velvet fields
through the dark blue nights.
For you, the leaves dancing in the wind,
And the birds hiding in the fields,
And the orchard and the garden whisper,
“Welcome! Lady of the Rosary!”
With a quiet rustle,
The red beech and the winged ash seeds
Ask – “Is this not a miracle
That you are among us again?”
O, good Mother and our Queen,
You offer us in your holy hand
The rosary – a saving raft,
So that we will not fall further into confusion.
Maria Suchowa, Wybor Wierszy
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ROSARY
Finally,
you persuade me to turn to the rosary
so that this prayer can be like the soul’s nourishment,
as bread is in the morning.
So I come closer
and listen to the rattle of rosary beads,
whose rhythm is like measuring the human breath.
I find here traces of those who through the centuries
turned to the Holy Mother
so that she could teach them to love themselves.
These beads allow me to touch
the mystery of the life and death of the resurrection
as she experienced it at that time.
I feel as I imagine she did,
so we talk like good neighbors.
Her closeness gives me security,
and to her I whisper my dramas
as memories written in confidence,
and later she becomes my older sister
who advises me how to accept God’s plan.
Ela Galoch, Source unknown
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MADONNA OF THE MOUNTAINS
During the severe mountain winter, the Madonna, buffeted by
strong winds, walks barefoot through the snow. The bears and
birds seek shelter near the Madonna. In her basket, she carries
two little bears for her Son.
Jerzy Harasymowicz, Slowackie Wspomnienie
The viewer immediately notices the Madonna’s bare feet in
the snow. Her bare feet are in strong contrast to the crown
of precious jewels on her head. Even though Mary is Queen,
she is in solidarity with all creation. Like the animals, she
walks barefoot. Like the Goraly, the mountain people, she
experiences the hardships of life in the Polish mountains
during the frigid winter weather. Her expression is one of
determination. Like the mountaineers, she will overcome all
the trials caused by nature.
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YOU ARE EVERYTHING, MARY
You are like the sunbeam
On the frozen earth.
You are like strong roots
For the weak plants.
You are for the most poor
Like a piece of bread,
For the stars – the moon,
For the earth – the peace of heaven.
You are like the stream
For the very dry field,
Like a plaintive song
For the soul of the mountaineer.
You are everything, Mary,
For us who live on the mountains,
And we need nothing more
Because you are with us!
Izabela Zajacowna, Wybor Wierszy
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“Since in her maternal role she is closely united with
her Son, Mary helps direct the gaze and the heart of
believers towards him. She is the way that leads to
Christ: indeed, she who ‘at the message of the angel
received the Word of God in her heart and in her body’
(Lumen gentium, n. 53) shows us how to receive into
our lives the Son come down from heaven, teaching
us to make Jesus the center and the supreme ‘law’ of
our existence.”
– John Paul II, Theotokos, 57-58
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